With the rapid growth of online information there is growing need for tools that help in finding filtering and managing the high dimensional data .text classification is a supervised learning task whose goal is to classify document into the predefined categories. Phases involved in text classification are collecting data set, preprocessing, stemming, and implementing the classifier and performance measure. There are several learning method for Text classification such as Naïve bayes, k-nearest neighbor decision tree, SVM, BPNN etc. algorithm is applied to multilayer feed forward networks consisting of processing element with continuous differentiable activation function. The network associated with back propagation learning algorithm called BPNN. This paper demonstrates the result of text classification using BPNN and relevance factor (rf) as term weighing method.
INTRODUCTION
Text classification is the process of deriving high quality information from text due to increased availability of document in digital form and rapid growth of online information. text classification has become one of the key techniques for handling and organizing text data [1] .there are many method for constructing classification methods such as naïve Bayesian [2] , support vector machine [3] , and k-nearest neighbor [4] classification, neural network [5] etc. A neural network typically a collection of neuron like processing unit with weighted connection between the units. . Neural network technique have been promising tool for text classification various architecture of neural network have been used for the application of text classification e.g. Error Back Propagation algorithm, ADALINE and MADALINE network etc. Phases involved in text classification are collecting the dataset, preprocessing, dimensionality reduction, implementing the classifier. 
PREPROCESSING
Data mining is the process of extracting hidden pattern in a large dataset .real world data is often incomplete inconsistent and lacking in certain behavior and is likely to contain many error [6] s. Data goes through a series of steps: 1) Data cleaning: data is cleansed through processes such as filling in missing values, smoothing the noisy data, or resolving the inconsistencies in data.
2) Data integration: data with different representation are put together and conflicts within the data are resolved.
3) Data transformation: data is normalized aggregated and generalized 4) Data reduction: this step aims to present a reduce representation of data 5) Data discretization: involves the reduction of a number of values of a continuous attribute by dividing the range of attribute intervals
Stop word removal:
It is well recognized among the information retrieval experts that a set of functional English words (eg. "the","a","and","that") is useless as indexing terms. These words have very low Discrimination value, since they occur in every English document [7] . Hence they do not help in distinguishing between documents with contents that are about different topics. The process of removing the set of non content-bearing functional words from the set of words produced by word extraction is known as stop words removal. In order to remove the stop words, this involves first creating a list of stop words to be removed, which is also called the 
Porter stemming algorithm:
Porter stemming algorithm is a process for removing the commoner morphological ending words in English [8] . Rules in porter stemming algorithm are separated into five distinct steps:
1) Gets rid of plurals and -ed or -ing. eg-> caress ponies -> ponities -> ti caress -> caress cats -> cat 2) Turns terminal y to i when there is another vowel in the stem. eg happy->happi 3) Maps double suffices to single ones. so -ization ( = -ize plus -ation) maps to -ize etc. 4) Deals with -ic-, -full, -ness etc. similar strategy to step3. 5) Takes off -ant, -ence etc.
Term weighing method
According to the importance of the terms in the documents; measurements must be made for each term in the vocabulary for producing the set of initial features from preprocessed term [9] . This involves assigning each term a weight indicating the relative importance of the term in a document. This process of assigning a weight to each term is commonly known as term weighting method. 
Documents Preprocessed Data

Term frequency factors:
Table1 represent four commonly used term frequency factors, including a binary weight term frequency alone (tf), logarithm of term frequency log (tf) [10] , and inverse term frequency (ITF). The simplest term frequency factor Binary represent the occurrence of term as 1, and absence as 0. tf means number of times a term occurs in a document. Moreover, different variants of term frequency have been existing, log (1+tf) used to scale the effect of unfavorable high term frequency in one document, inverse term frequency is inspired by inverse document frequency which emphasize discriminating factor of term [11] . 
Supervised term weighing method Relevance factor
In this approach a chosen category is tagged in a positive category and other categories in the same document are pooled together as a negative category. For e.g. a document contain four term t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6 given one chosen positive category on one data collection [10] . In this figure, each column represents the document, and horizontal line divide column into two categories, first is positive i.e. above and second is negative i.e. below c is the number of documents in the negative category that have this term.
d is the number of document in the negative category that do not have this term. 
Text classification learning algorithm
Typical machine learning algorithms are NB (naïve Bayes), KNN (k-nearest neighbor), SVM (support vector machine) and BPNN (back propagation algorithm). NB classify document based on prior probabilities of category and probabilities that attribute that values belong to categories [12] . its performance is feasible in text categorization. Another popular approach is SVM it is an algorithm that work as follows it uses a non linear mapping to translate and transform the original data into higher dimension [13] . Within the new dimension it searches for linear optimal separating hyperplane.with an appropriate non linear mapping to sufficiently separate high dimension, data from two classes can always be separated by a hyper plane. Druckeral adopted SVM for implementing a spam filtering system and compared it with NB in implementing the system in 1999 [14] and they conclude that SVM was the superior approach than NB. In KNN when the discrete set of cases take the instance x to be classified find K nearest neighbors of x in the training data , determine the class of the majority of instances among the nearest neighbors ,return the class as the classification of x [15] .KNN is evaluated as easy and competitive algorithm as SVM. Its disadvantage is that KNN cost a lot for classifying the object and it is inefficient in the case of high dimensional and large scale data set .One more traditional approach is neural network. It is a popular classification method, set of connected input/output units in which each connection has a weight associated with it [16] . During the learning phase, the network learns by adjusting the weights so as to be able to predict the correct class label of the input tuples. There are many ANN models available namely BPNN (back propagation algorithm [17] ), CPNN (counter propagation networks) [1] .in this paper we use BPNN algorithm for classification.
The structure of the three layered back propagation neural network [18] is shown in fig   Fig 3: Three layered back propagation neural network
BPNN Algorithm:
A back propagation neural network [19] is a multilayer, feedforward neural network consisting of input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The neurons present in hidden layer and output layer have biases, which are connection from units whose activation function is always 1.the bias term is also act as weights. The inputs are sent to the BPNN and the output obtained from the net could be 0 0r 1or bipolar (-1, +1) [20] .terminologies used in BPNN is as follows: 
Proposed work:
In this paper take the data set from newsgroup 20 .the text document must pass through set of steps: elimination of stop words, numerals, porter stemming. After applying preprocessing apply term weighing method. use tf.rf as term weighing method .finally, the classifier is constructed by learning the characteristics of every category from a training set of document.80% of data is for training set and 20% of data is for testing purpose. Once a classifier has been built, its effectiveness may be tested by applying it to test set and checking the degree of accuracy of the classifier on text document
Data set
In experiment use newsgroup20.this data is a unstructured data in the form of text represent the number of document for each category; In this paper 20% data set is used testing and 80% for training: 
Preprocessing the data:
Aim of work is to evaluate performance of using tf.rf term weighing method. After the preprocessing in each document, represent document term frequency tf i.e. the number of how many times the word occur in document. Calculation of term frequency weighing method is calculated by= ) 2 log( * . In this paper, compared the performance by evaluating the term weighing method without using relevance factor.
Evaluation criteria:
To evaluate performance of text classifier first calculates precision and recall. let the document relevant to a query is denoted as retrieved. The set of documents that are both relevant and retrieved is denoted as relevant  retrieved, precision is the percentage of retrieved documents that are in fact relevant to the query (i.e. "correct" responses).it is defined as Comparison between term frequency and term frequency with relevance factor: 
Characterization of neural network:
6.5Cassification results:
This paper presented work on the effective neural network algorithm BPNN for the task of text classification, 150 text document belonging to 3 categories i.e. computer science, sports, and medicine of Newsgroup20 have been preprocessed by stop words removal, porter stemming algorithm followed by two supervised term weighting method (tf) and (tf.rf), experiment result demonstrates that (tf.rf) performs better (tf) the performance is evaluated by F-measure term. Without using relevance factor value of f measure is 0.72 while using tf .rf gives f measure=0.92 .Preprocessing time is very high, future work on quick preprocessing methods can be applied
